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I NTRODUCTION
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The purpose of this practicum is to examine the treatment

issues involved in social work intervention in families following

the occurrence of myocar"dial infarction. The families were fol-

lowed from the point of the individual's transfer fron the Coro-

nary Care Unit through the initial post-discharge period.

The attempt to understand the experience of the families

during this time and to conceptualize intervention techniques led

the author to the theory on crisis and crisis intervention. This

theoretical framework fÍts well with the clinical observations of

the families and so was chosen to provide the focus of the inter-

venti on.

Families are said to be in a crisis situation when they find

themselves dealing with the effects of a hazardous event whÍch

serious'ly threatens their functioning and equiì ibrium (Soko1

1e83 ) .

Golan (1969) has identified the four basic components of

crisis. The first is the hazardous event. The event may be an

external blow or an internal change. It may be anticipated or

unpredicted. Regardless of the nature of the event, its occur-

rence signaìs the beginning of a process of in-creasing disequilib-

ri um.

The second component is the vulnerable state. This refers to

the subjectjve reactions as individuals attempt to deal with the

effects of the hazardous event. ' During this period of vulnerabi-

lity, attempts are made to deal with the situation through the use

of usual and emergency coping strategies.
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The third component is a precipitating factor. This is seen

as the final blow that moves the family from a vulnerable state to

active crisis.

The fourth component is the state of active crisis. It is

characterized by a series of reactions. These include a state of

shock, marked by psychological and physical turmoil. Following

this, there is a painful preoccupatíon with the past. Events

leading up to the crisis are "reworked". This is followed by a

períod of remobilization and renewed activity and readjustment.

These components can be recognized in the family response to

the occurrence of myocardial Ínfarction. Myocardiaì infarction ís

the medical term for what is commonly known as a heart attack.

Basically, it is an acute coronary event in which there is death

of muscles (infarction) because of an inadequate blood supply to

the heart's muscle (myocardium). It general'ly results from the

hardening and narrowing (occludìng) of the arteries because of fat

desposits in the walls of the arteries (Thoreson, Ackerman, 1981).

The infarction is experienced as an external blow to the

family system. Several aspects of the occurrence contribute to

the high anxiety level which is observed in the initial stages.

One is the threat of sudden death associated with the occurrence

(Hackett and Cassem, 1982). The individual fears the possibility

of his own death, and the fami'ly fears the possibility of the loss

through death of one of its members.

Another aspect is the nature of the medical treatment given.

The sense of urgency demonstrated by the emerg.n.r' care and the
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admission to the highly technical coronary care unit underlÍne the

critical nature of the occurrence (Johnston, 1976).

hlhen it is clear that the individual will survive, the nature

of the issues change. The individual begins to question whether he

will be able to successfully fill his roles. lle feels he has ìost

,a valued part,of himself. This is generalty identífied as

strength, .energy or independence (Hackett, Cassem, lgBZ). At this

time, other family members must deal with the same uncertainties

regarding the future. In addition, they must deal immediately wíth

the disruption caused by the sudden illness and hospitalizatíon

(Davidson, 1979).

Intervention in the early stage must address the two task

areas faced by the family. Family members must deal with the

anxiety and dísruption arising from the recent threat of death

and the sudden hospítalization. At the same time, they must

prepare for an uncertain, unknown future in which they wiìl have

to adjust to the realities of the illness.

The family's and the worker's goal is to mobilize the fa-

mily's resources as it begins the process of adjustment to coro-

nary artery disease in one of íts members. Crisis intervention is

appropriate in view of the tasks facing the famí1y and worker's

goal.

The literature on crisis Íntervention suppo_rts the choice of

the approach in these families. Parad (1971) states that the

first goal of crisis intervention Ís. to alleviate the inrmediate

Ímpact of the disruptíve stressful event. The second goa'l is to
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help mobilíze the psychologicÍal capacities and social resources

needed for coping adaptiveìy with the stressor. Aquilera and

Messick (1978) state that crisis intervention, with its focus on

problem solvÍng, and on needed psycho-social tasks, is we]l

suited for work with individuals and families who are involved in

recovery from heart disease

This report detaíls the applicatÍon of the princípìes of

crísis intervention theory to the crisis faced by famílies follow-

ing myocardial infarction. In the tradition of crisis theory,

there has been a formulation of the psycho-social tasks facing the

family. This formulation is based on a combination of crinical

experience and a revíew of the ìiterature dealing wth individual

and family response during the various stages of adjustment to

heart disease.

The report will conclude with a discussion of the treatment

issues related to my work wih the families. There will also be a

discussion of issues relating to the setting in which the work

took place.

It is my hope that the work and writing of this practicum

will stimulate interest in a careful examination of the social

work role in cardiac rehabilitation.
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CHAPTER ONE

LITERATURE REVIEI.I
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The focus for my search of the literature was provided by two

identified ìearning goals. The first goaì was to gain an understanding

of the experíence of individuals and families as they adjust to heart

di sease.

Information was needed as to the identified responses at various

stages of the move from the acute phase through convalescence to reha-

bilitation. Information regarding identified problem areas was also

needed. The source of this information was the literature on individual

and family response to myocardial infarction.

The understanding of the identified responses was enhanced by a

review of the literature on indÍvidual and family response to chronic

illness. There h,as a recognition that myocardial infarction was an acute

event which marked the beginning of a chronic illness.

The second goal was to develop an understanding of how to intervene

most effectively in families durÍng the initial adjustment period. Two

sources of information were used to meet this goal. One was the litera-

ture on family crisis intervention. The other was the literature deal-

ing specifically with interventions following myocardial infarction.

The f o'l 'l owi ng chapter prov i des a revi ew of the 'l i terature i n the

four areas discussed above. The review begins with the individual and

family response to myocardial infarction and then moves to individual

and family response to chronic illness. Next, the literature on family

crisis intervention is reviewed. The chapter concludes with a review of

literature that deals,specifically with interúentions fo'llowing myocar-

dial infarction.
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Indivídual and Family Response to Myocardial Infarction

The literature on psycho-socíal aspects of coronary heart disease

and recovery from myocardial infarction deals with many aspects. These

include pre-morbid personality variables which contribute to coronary

proneness, factors affectÍng delay in seeking medical heìp, individual

and family response to the occurrence of myocardial infarction, the

effi cacy of vari ous cardi ac rehabi'l i tati on approaches , and probl ems

encountered in occupationaì rehabilitation.

Review of all aspects of the literature is beyond the scope of this

report. The review will focus on the material related to the indívidual

and family response during the acute and convalescent stage and to the

problems reported in the long-term adjustment.

The individuaì's response to myocardial infarction can be' under-

stood within a framework labelled "the cardiac environment" (Johnston,

1976). It illustrates how the response occurs in a comp'lex environment

which includes psychological, cultural, human, sociaì, and physica'l

elements. It is presented here because not only does Ít provide a

useful tool for understanding an individual's response, it also provides

a context for considering the literature on observed responses which

will be presented later.

Johnston presents his framework in a chronological deve'lopment on

the six stages. The first stage of the environnent is formed prior to

the occurrence. The individual incorporates the socio-cultural symbol-

ism attached to the heart. Theisymbolism is reflected ín our ìanguage,

art,. and literature. The !'Jord "heart" is used to re'late to human

traits and temperaments. The heart is depicted as the seat of our
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emotions, and has become the symbolic representation of life itself.
Becase of this symbolism, any disruption of the heart's functioning

has profound significance for the individual. The disruption represents

a major threat to his self-concept.

The second stage is also formed before the occurrence. The indivi-

dual is exposed to various attitudes, cardiac folklore, and mythotogy.

Cardiac folklore is often extremely negative, and focusses on the sud-

denness of death, fear of future attacks and the interpretation of func-

tional symptoms such as shortness of breath, sweating, and chest pain.

The individual's exposure to this folklore leads to the formation of

attitudes and beliefs which influence the response to the infarction.

In Johnston's formulation, the third stage occurs when the actual

heart attack takes place. The physical experience activates the atti-
tudes and belÍefs deve'loped in the first two stages. These attitudes

and beliefs, plus the nature of the actual experience determine the

psychological response to the infarction. Severe cardiac pain raises

great fear. In addition, perceived panic among bystanders is thought to

contribute to panic in the individual.

The fourth stage occurs during hospitalization. During this stage,

the critical nature of the event is re-enforced by the nature of the

treatment. Johnston points out that the highly technical care of the

coronary care unit, and the other treatment regimens on the general ward

al I .have psychol ogi cal imp'l i cati ons for the i ndi vi dual . The pati ent' s

perception of the üreatment is a determinaht of his response.

The fifth stage occurs during convalesöence, ang Ís presented as an

ambivalent time in relation to family and personal situation. The
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return home brings the individual closer to resuming daily living and

decision-rnaking about the future.

The final stage occurs as the individual returns to prior activi-

ties. This stage again is ambivalent as the individual often experi-

ences a rekindling of earlier fears of recurrence and sudden death.

In revíewing the literature, an attempt has been made to organize

it into two phases, acute and convalescent, and to present the indiví-

dual and family response separately. It is recognized that there will

be some overlap. Different authors use different definitions for the

beginning of the conva'lescent period. For the purpose of this paper,

the convalescence begins with the discharge home.

Individua'l Response During the Acute Phase

The predominant psychologicaì reaction during the onset of the

acute period is anxiety. This anxiety stems from the fear of death

(Cassem, Hackett, L979; Croog, Levine, 1977). As individuals are forced

i nto faci ng thei r death as a very reaì , immedi ate possi bi'l i ty, thei r

sense of invulnerability ís stripped away, and they respond with anxie-

ty, heìplessness, and dependency (Wrzesníewski, 1976). The nat'ure of

the attack can aìso contribute to the initial anxiety. Crushing pain,

increasing difficulty breathing and graduaì loss of consciousness are

extreme'ly frightening. Th'is response is intensìfied by emergency care

and transport.

The most common defence against the anxiety is denial. It appears

to be mobiiized shortìy'after the person begins to feel better. Cassem

and Hackett (1971) have charted the typica'l psychological reactions in
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the coronary care unit. They state that anxiety is high for days one

and two. Denial is put into place early, and peaks at day two. Depres-

sion. increases days three and four. The authors feel that thís marks

the time when the individual begins to consider the implications for the

future. By day five, chronic traits are in place, that Ís, the indivi-

duaì begins to use his normal psychoìogicat coping style to deal with

the threat.

Kimbalt (1979) prefers to relabel the depression described by

Cassem and Hackett. He sees it as sadness and loneliness and feels it
may represent a period of conservation. He agrees these emotions

coincide with the begínnning of dealing with the impact of the event.

His observation is that as the characterological defences are put into

place, they will be exaggerated. For exampìe, a compulsive person will

become even more compuìsive than he is normally.

Another aspect of the response in the acute phase is the reaction

to the intensive care or coronary care unit. The literature reports a

general'ly positive reaction, with no evidence of probìems arising from

adverse reacti ons. Fi rst of a'l 
'l , the cri ti cal nature of the event

makes patients accepting of the intensive care, and the extreme depend-

ence inherent in it (Klein, 1968). The units appear to offer reassur-

ance to patients. One study (Cay, Vetter, Phil'lip, Dugard, L972) re-

ports that even though the acute period was marked by anxiety and

depression, the maiority of patients (88%) were reassured by the care

given. Dominian' and Dobson (1969) found that 43%,had found the unit

reassuring, while 79% experienced it with neutral effect. 
:

The response to transfer from the coronary care unit to a regu'lar
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ward has also been studied. Kleín (1968) found transfer could be

upsetting and that this appeared to be related to distress over the

decrease in nredical attention, and a feeling of rejection. Ktein

advocates careful preparation for transfer which would include a posí-

tive orientation stressing the improved physical functioning.

Soloff ¡g77) has aìso dÍscussed the stress of the transition from

the coronary care unit to the ward. He points out that the main defense

mechanism used during the stay in the unÍt is denial. The use of

denial makes it possible for the individual to not acknow'ledge and put

into perspective the threat of death impticit in his cardiac condition.

This denial can break down when the individual contemplates the move to

lesser degrees of nedical security. If the denial fails, then the

individual experiences disruptive anxiety and depression.

Family Response During the Acute Phase

There is relatively littte written on the family response during

the acute phase. Thís lack appears to reftect the nature of the care

given. The medical staff put all of their energies into the struggle to

ensure the survival and safety of the patient. There is seldom anyone

around who is free to assess or try to meet the needs of family members.

Another reason for the lack may also be the difficulty in collecting

data.

An i nteresti ng perspecti ve on thi s peri od i s presented by

Speedlilng (1982), who, as a participant-observer, reported on the expe-

rience of six families from near the point of onset through conva'les-
I

cence. He makes the point that the patient's entry into the medical
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system is marked by an abrupt separation from the family. The purpose of

the separatíon is to allow for isolation and treament of the dísease

process in a way which will avoid potentially disruptive external inter-

ference. l^lhile this purpose vras achieved, other problems were created.

Very often the patient was given much more complete informatíon than the

family. This later caused difficuìties because the patient and family

formed different views of the illness. Speedling also feels the separa-

tion of the patient from the family results in the loss of a rich

source of personal information which would be useful for the medical

treatment of the patient.

Speedling ilustrates how the patient's and family's experience in

an intensive care unit can be very different, and can contribute fur-

ther to different views of the illness. The patient is usually oriented

to the unit, and the equipment is explained. As his stay continues,

he becomes more used to the routines and less apprehensive. He also

compares himself to other patients and makes a decision as to how he is

progressi ng.

The family, on the other hand, may not have an orientation to the

unit, and may be frightened of all the "life-saving" equipment.' They

are onìy there for short visits, so they often don't have the time to

become accustomed to the setting and the equipment. The equípment may

symbo'lize the heroic attempts which saved the patient's life, and the

fami'ly may contÌnue to see Ít as necessary for the patient's safety.

This experlence of the unit makes it dífficult for them to drop their

view that the patient is in critical condition.

Speedting makes the suggestion that at the point of transfer from a
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special care unit, the patient nay have a considerably more positive

view of his condition, and be more hopefuì of the outcome than is his

fami ìy.

The nature of the family's response during the acuté stage is

described in two studies which reported on the emotional reactions of

wives. Skelton and DomÍnian (1973) report that the suddenness of the

illness led to considerable distress .in all of the 64 wives they

interviewed. Cornmon reactions were a sense of unreality, numbness and

panic. The attack was seen as a threat to their husband's existence,

and in response to this many wives felt a sense of loss. There was a

tendency to feel guiìty and blame themselves. There was a search for

causes. If one was found, there was a pledge to protect their hus-

bands in the future. A grief reaction marked by sleep and appetite

disturbance was common. More severe, problematic responses were ob-

served in 28 of the women. These responses were more common in women

under 45, and in those with previous psychiatric history.

The second study, by Mayou, Foster and l.Jilliamson Ã977 ) had

similar findings. In the initia'l period 95'/" of the wives had high

anxiety, and close to half of them were moderately or severeìy dis-

tressed. The distress was marked, as in the other study, by feeìings of

numbness and unreality, crying and sleep disturbance.

A final perspective on the family response is presented by

Davidson (1979). Based on his clinical practice as a physician, he

makes the observation that the family is often reluctant to approach

the physician. He advocates orientation to the coronary care unit for

the famiìy, and fult sharing of ínformation. He shares Speedìing's
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view that early full information sharing is important, so that later

on the patient and family will agree on the patient's functional

capacity. He makes the observation that white the patient may be abìe

to delay dealing wíth the implications of his illness, the family often

begins irrnediately to cope with the threatened loss and dissolution.

The review of the acute phase has shown that both the indÍvidual

and family are confronted with highly emotional issues at this tÍme.

The experiences of both are in many ways separate and distinct. The

hospitalization and care is experienced in very different ways, and may

lead to different views of the illness and outcome.

In the first few days after the infarction, it is considered

essential to place a minimun of strain on the heart. To this end,

efforts are made to ensure that the patient is kept calm, and does not

get emotionally upset. General'ly, families are given this information

and are expected to keep emotions under control during visits. This

pìaces strong constraints on how the crisis is experienced, and contri-

butes to the separateness of the experiences.

Individual Response Duri ng the Convalescent Phase

The convalescence period begins with discharge from hospital.

While discharge may signaì health and progess, it also signals separa-

tion from the hospital. One study found that both anxiety and depres-

sion levels rose sharply just prior to discharge (Froese, Hackett et al,

1974). '

The early tÍme at home can be difficult. Many patients experience

a period of weakness when they get home. This weakness is thought to
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result from the effects of a period of inactivity coupled with the

effects of anxíety and depression. However, many patients attribute it

to heart damage (Cassem, Hackett, 1979). The patient may begin to

wonder whether his doctor has been too optimistic in the assessment of

his health. The period of extreme weakness also raises concerns about

future functioning.

Several studies report emotionaì upset during the early convales-

cent stage. tlishnie, Hackett, Cassem (1971) found 2L of 24 individuals

reported anxiety and depression, irritability and sensitivity to criti-

cism during the first month at home. Atl of the subiects reported that

they missed the structure their work had given them.

After his return home the individual may also realize he is de-

pressed. Hackett and Cassem (1975) found this marked by feelings of

sadness and loneliness. The authors view it as a normal response to

the loss of health and confidence. They feel early introduction to a

program of physical conditioning has the value of giving the individual

the feeling of some control. This is a powerful antídote for the de-

pression at this time.

Croog and Levine (1977) found many of the expressed concerns cen-

tered around work. Because work is such a central part of our ìives,

concerns regarding future competency in the workp'lace translate into

concerns regarding personal competency and worth.

As Croog and Levine ft977 ) tollowed survivors for one year, they

found' the persistent theme of uncertainty. The individual carries the

memories of the attack and continues to wonder if it wil.l happen again.

The fear is that there will be a recurrence and death.

-16-



Croog and Levine speculate that this belief and fear may be the

reason for the relativeìy high level of compìÍance they found. There is

the sense that there is little room for negotiation with fate. A re-

currence means death. This is in contrast to a person with ulcers, for

instance. He may be non-compliant and risk another attack but he does so

thinking that after the pain and discomfort is over, he will again have

another chance.

0thers have found the same fear of recurrence in patients.

NaÍsmith et al n979) report that even survivors in good health con-

tinue to fear recurrence and death. Their view of compliance is dif-

ferent. They feel that initially the fear of recurrence ís the motiva-

ting factor for compliance in secondary prevention programs. However, at

some point individuals come to the realization that the preventíve

actions will not necessarily prevent a recurrence. At this point com-

p'liance lessens.

Abram (1978) presented a personal narrative on his on-going re-

sponse to heart disease. He spoke c'learly of his on-going fear of heart

damage and death. To him it was like living under the Sword of Damocles.

He also came to realize that this concern has become part of the fabric

of hi s I i fe. Thi s real i zati on came on'ly after ì ong efforts to ri d

himself of it.
Difficulties within the fami'ly occur during convalescence.

Bi I odeau and Hackett ( 1971 ) found i ndi vi dual s feì t supervi sed by thei r

faniily. While on the one hand they were angry about this, on the other

hand they fel t thei r spouse' s behavi our was necessary for thei r

wet ì -bei ng.
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Speedling (1982) found a great deal of anxiety generated by home-

coming. The concerns shared by the individual and family were whether

the home environment could provide the necessary safety measures to

prevent a recurrence. He found that the men took a cautious, de-

pendent stance, and often did less when they got home than they had

been doÍng in the hospital.

Croog and Levine Og77) raise an interesting point regarding the

individual's approach to his convalescence. They followed a large

number of subiects (293) for one year. The first interview was prior

to discharge, the second at one to two months past infarction, and the

third at one year. At the second intervÍew the subjects were

asked, "Aside from yourself, which one of the members of your family

has had to change his/her life most because of your illness?" At the

second interview, 33/" of the married ,men said no one. A simíIar

question on the third interview got a similar response from 44"/" of

these men. One can speculate that the recovery process for these men

contínues to have the qua'lity of separateness evident ín the acute

phase.

Family Response During the Convalescent Stage

The patient's emotional distress appears to be shared by the family

as the long-awaited discharge takes place. Mayou, Foster, }.lilliamson

(L977 ) reported that wives found the first weeks unexpectedly difficult,

and marked by anxiety, depressÍon, fatìgue and irritability. Many women

felt that during the first few weeks after discharge their husbands

were dependent on them. They took on the role of organízng the
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conval escence.

Speedling (1982) also found that wÍves were highly anxious about

the discharge. Their concern appeared to centre on the belief that their

husband's health was in a fragile state, and that he was subject to

recurrence and reinjury at any time. The burden of providing safety

rested heaviìy on them.

In the section on family response during the acute phase, the

study by Skelton and Dominian (1973) reported that the spouse searched

for a cause and began to take responsibility for protecting the partner

against any recurrence. The studies presented in the remaínder of thís

section demonstrate that this is a common approach duríng the convales-

cence.

Croog and Levine (1977) describe a maior shift of roles designed to

meet this need for protection. The wives of many of the subjects took

on a role as guide, and the husbands became the protected one. The wife

became an overseer of activity and actively tried to shield and protect

her husband. The authors report that the subjects also noted that their

children had become more caring and protective. They had increased

their responsibiìity for fami'ly maintenance and household activity.

Speed'l i ng (LïBZ) found a simi I ar fami ly approach to the early

post-discharge time. He labelled the first two weeks as a Period of

Extension of Hospitalization. He saw wives and other family members

concentrate on providing the safety in the home that the hospita'l had

provided. While the men took on passive, inactive roles, the wives

became nurse-surrogates who imposed restrictions on activity. During
:

the initía'l period there was little confìict. It appeared that the men
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shared the perception that these steps v'rere necessary to provide

safety, and that they shared the acute sense of doubt and fear of a

recurrence. At this point the family acts as a unit banded together to

meet a threat external to the system.

However, the ìack of conflict evídent in the initial period does

not continue. Speedling (1982) ties the beginning on conflict to the

tine when the men became more active. The women contÍnued to try to

curtail activities, while the men knew they were now strong enough to

increase their activity level. The conflicts Speedling reports in this

regard underline the need for specific statements from medícal staff

regarding functional capacity.

In the families Speedìing studied, the conflict centered on the

interpretation of phrases like "taking it easy". Thís díscretionary

aspect sets the stage for conflict over whose discretion will be used.

This conflict is a difficult one to resolve. The wífe is caught in her

fear of giving up her nurse-surrogate role lest disaster besets her

husband and herse'lf. The husband is caught in his inability to demon-

strate ahead of time that the proposed activity wiìì be okay. Speed'ling

feels that at this point there is a shift from the initial view of the

unit doing battle with an external threat, to one in which the unit is

dealing with an internal threat. The husband's non-compliance is seen as

the factor that wi'll trigger another disaster.

Several authors talk of the tense quality of family life .at this

time. Stern and Pascals (1979) found that the individual's response to

his convalescence often p'laced heavy demands on the family. The indivi-

dual may respond to his upset at this time by being tense, irritable or
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sensitive. The spouse has tremendous difficulty dealing with the re-

sponses because of the fear that any overt expression of concern or

anger could upset the spouse.

There is strong fear that any upset couìd cause a recurrence. For

this reason, free expression of emotions is curtailed greatly. At the

same time pressure builds up because the spouse does not feel free to

share problems as she may have done before. Many spouses fett over-

whelmed.

0n a sirnilar note, Skelton and Dominian (1973) speak of the bind

spouses are in. If they show concern they are accused of being over-

protective. If they show less concern they are accused of being unsym-

pathetic. To appreciate the pressure of this bind, it must be con-

sidered in the context of the u,omen's tremendously high stakes in the

situation. They feel that if they are unable to fulfill their protec-

tion role, their husbands might die.

Another feature of this bind is the apparent ease with which the

protector-protected role is entered into initially. The section of

individual response to convalescence indicates that the discharge home

raises both anxiety and depression (Froeze, Hackett, et aì, I974). Both

Speedìing (1982) and Davidson (1979) state that after discharge indivi-

duals are often extreme'ly cautious. It appears this high level of

anxiety and fear of a recurrence makes the patients only too wÍl1ing to

be protected by someone. So initiaì'ly, the individual also sees the

'need for the role shift, and therefore willingly participates in it.
There appears to be another critical time i.n the conval.escence.

This happens when the man returns to work and the famiìy begins to
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return to normal social functioning. Speedling (1982) noted that this

is another period of high anxiety and conflict. It marks the end, in

many respects, of the wife's nurse-surrogate role. Her husband, by

being physically active, is away fron her protection and supervision.

Speedling speculates that the wife's response is based on a kind of

cost-benefit analysis of her continuance or discontinuance of the role.

It is felt that for the individual at this time, there is a strong

resurgence of the fear or recurrence and death (Johnston, 1976). It is

reasonable to assume that the family would share this anxiety as the

individual leaves the protected environment they have worked so hard to

create.

In summary, the convalescence begins with a high anxiety time for

both the individual and the family. The main concern at hospital dis-

charge for both appears to be whether safety and health can be main-

tained outside the protective environment of the hospitaì. The indivi-

dual often experiences anxiety, depression and irritability. The family

quickly organizes to try to ensure the protection of the individual.

This shift appears to meet the needs of both initially. However, con-

flict can arise later on as the individual begins to feel more confident

physically and begins to take more control over his activities. Fami-

lies report difficulty in managing conflict as there are strong fears of

expressíng anger directìy. This fear is based on the belief that any

upset may cause a recurrence.
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Long Term Adjustment

There have been some studies which followed a patient and his

family for one year post infarct. Croog and Levine (1977) reported that

the theme of uncertainty still was strong at the one year mark. Mayou,

Foster and trlilliamson (1978) found that at year end, 29% of the fami-

Iies studied felt the shock of the infarction had prompted a re-evalua-

tion of their family tife. They found this experience resulted in an

improvement.

Skelton and Dominian (1973) found slightly more than half of their

families felt things were back to normal. About 40'/" of the families

still felt anxious and apprehensive about their life pattern. The

authors found that in the small number of individuals and families still
experiencíng serious emotional difficulties, a problematic physical

recovery was a factor.

As mentioned earlier, occupational readjustment will not be dis-

cussed at any length. It is helpful to know, however, that a review of

the studies in the area indicate that approximateìy 85% are re-employed

one year after the infarct. 0f these, it is estimated that 25% still
report anxiety and depression (Doehrman, t9771.

Stern, Pascaìe, McLoone (1976) studied long-term outcome in regard

to psycho'logical functioning, resumption of former level of sexual

functioning, and return to work. The maiority of the 63 subiects had

good outcome. 75% returned to work and had assumed their former level

of sexual functìoning at the end of one year. Over B0% did not ex-

perience significant anxiety and depression.

The authors found that those who were depressed or anxious at the
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first post-hospital contact remained so at all subsequent follow-ups.

Their data, based solely on patient historical recollection, indícate

that only 25% of this group r',ere depressed and/or anxious prior to their

Í nfarct.

Another finding of the study was that the deniers had a faster

return to work, and a faster resumption of sexual activity. The authors

feel that their denial of many aspects of their illness was retated to

their genera'l optimístic, trusting style in dealing with life, coupled

with a sense that in time they would return to prior levels of func-

ti oni ng.

The studies examining long-term adiustment indicate generally good

outcome in the area of psychological functioning. The majority of indi-

viduals move from the distress and vulnerability of the acute stage to a

satisfactory level of vocational and social functioning within the

year. There has been a continuing interest in the effects of denial and

depression on the recovery process described above. The next section

will review the studies in this area.

Denial and Depression in the Recovery Process

The use of denial has been identified as a common coping mechanism

for the individual faced with the fear of the infarction and the possi-

bility of death. Denial has been defined as the "conscious and uncon-

scious repudiation of part or all of the tota'l available meaning of an

event to al'lay fear, anxiety or unp'leasant effects". (},leisman, Hackett,

1966) 
i

Soì of f /1-977 ) states that general ly deni a'l i s vi ewed as a benef i -
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cial and adaptive response during the acute phase. Froeze and Hackett et

al (1974) looked at the purposes it serves durÍng hospitalization. They

found that while both deniers and non-deniers were anxious on admission

to,the coronary care unit, the deniers wère able to regain their compo-

sure quicker. Denial appears to be used to keep anxiety down, and to

reduce vulnerability to sudden stress. It appears to be less successful

in controlling depression. Both depression and anxiety increase at

hospital discharge

Soloff Ã977 ) argues that one hazard of denial in the early stage

is that, in fact, it appears to increase vulnerability to disruptive

anxiety and depression. He found deniers to be more upset by their

transfer out of the coronary care unit. The same kÍnd of vulnerability

would appear to be demonstrated by the increased anxiety and depression

at hospital discharge found by the Froeze, Hackett group.

Another interest has been how the denial of the acute phase oper-

ates in the later stages. Croog, ShapÍro, Levine (1971) found that if
denial was the main response in the acute phase, then it remained the

same at one month post-discharge and one year 1ater. Stern, Pascale and

McLoone (1976) had similar findings. They orÍginal1y thought that even

very strong denial experienced in the hospital would be severe'ly chal-

lenged in the ear'ly convalescent stage, a time marked by weakness,

curtai'led activity and inability to work. Their findings indicate that

the denial was maintained. Both of these studies suggest the denial is
.:

a coping trait. i

McKendry and,Logan ft982) suggest that there are di fferent types of
I

denial and that each type has different effects at later stages. The
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first type is the independent or overt denier. This individual often

has to be forced to seek medical care and reacts to his il'lness in an

aggressive, argumentative, authoritarian manner. In a long-term fol'low-

up of patients in a rehabilitation program, the authors found that the

independent denier tended to be poorly compliant and tended to resist

I ifestyle changes

The second type identified is the dependent or covert denÍer. This

individua'l shows no denial in early stages and is a compliant patient.

The denial becomes evÍdent in later stages of the convalescence. There

is a denial of improvement in health and a resistance to change be-

haviours through which the individual has begun to exert consíderable

control over others.

The fínal type of denial is healthy denial and is seen as part of

the grief reaction to loss of health and threat to the self-ínage. In

the early stages, the individual fluctuates between denial and periods

of acceptance. If the individual can work through the emotional re-

sponses of this time, then he will slow'ly drop his denial.

Since it appears that the denial can be maintained over long

periods of time, the next question to be addressed is whether the denial

would hamper or enhance long-term rehabilitatÍon. The concern expressed

by Soloff (1977) is that denial, as a generalized traít, would present a

maladaptive resistance to careful cardiac rehabilitation. This concern

i s borne out i n c'l i ni cal practi ce i n whi ch cardi oì ogi sts encounter

i ndi vi dual s who never acknowl edge thei r heart attack and who p1 ace

themselves at ri,sk for further damage.by maintaining life styles which

place a great deal of stress on their hearts. While there are frequent
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references in the literature to this type of response, nowhere is there

clear indications of how prevalent it is.

McKendry and Logan (1982) suggest that the independent denial

pattern tended to lead to poor compliance and resistance to change in

ìifestyle. The dependent denier tended to resist the return to health

and thereby impeded the rehabilitation.

Soloff and Bartel (1979) studied the effects of denial on progress

in a rehabilitative program. Both deniers and non-deniers experienced

the same physical benefits. Both groups made similar gains in vigor and

physical tolerance. However, the non-deniers experienced an additional

psychologícal benefit. At the outset, they had more mood dísturbance

than the deniers. The final measurement revealed that the non-deniers

had experienced a significant improvement in mood.

Stern, Pascale and Mcloone (1976) identified good and poor re-

sponders in their study of long-term adjustment after myocardial infarc-

tion. A high proportion of the good responders were deníers. Generally,

deniers returned to work and resumed sexual functioning faster than non-

deniers. They were distinguished by a sense of control and stability.

There has been a símilar interest in depression, another. common

response during convalescence. Most authors view it as situational.

Hackett and Cassem (1975) see it as a normal response to the loss of a

sense of health, confidence and autonomy. Kimball (1979) sees the sad-

ness and lone'liness as a response to the individual.'s new realities.

Verwoerdt and Donenmaehle (1964) view the depression as simi,ìar to

a grief response. t^lith any disability, an individual has more limited

potential, and loses hi, ,'or*., mastery. They found that both mÍtd and
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severe illness can produce severe depression early in the illness.

However, those with mild disease became less open to depressive feelings

as time went on. They speculate that in more severe illness, frequent

painful symptoms may prevent reactivation of hope and optimism. In

these situations, chronic depression might occur.

Stern, Pascale and Mcloone (1976) describe the nature of the de-

pression they encountered. They described the depression as neurotic

rather than psychotic. The indíviduals felt damaged in their own eyes

and those of others. They felt out of control and subject to recurrence

and death at any time. They observed that emotional distress duríng

hospitalization was not necessarily an indicator of subsequent poor

intrapsychic response. However, depression and anxiety noted at follow-

up six weeks post-discharge was an indicator of continued emotional

di stress.

One area of interest has been the pre-morbid indicators of depres-

sion. If an índividua'l is depressed following an infarction, it may be

that he had a tendency toward depression prior to the event. Croog and

Levine n977 ) found that those who reported themselves easly depressed

before the illness were particularly 1 ikeìy to have emotional diffi-
cul ti es.

Kavanagh, Shepherd and Tuck (1975) used the Minnesota Mu'ltiphasic

Personality Inventory (lvlmpl) to study patients 16 to 18 months post-

infarction. Their findings indicate that those suffering from depres-

sion had high scores on depression (D), hysteria (Hs) and hypochon-

driasis (Hy). These yield the neurotic triad. If the MMPI is taken to

be indicative of the basic constitution of the individual rather than
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his response to exogenous stimuli, these results could indicate that

post- i nfarcti on pati ents are parti cul arly I i abl e to depressi on. The

heart attack may only serve as the critical event which reveals "the

underlying personality. To date, there has been no definitive work to

prove that this Ís the case.

Efforts have been made to devetop profiles of those suffering from

depression. Social class appears to be a factor. Stern, Pasca'le, and

Mcloone (1976) found that lower social class was re]ated to increased

susceptibit ity to depression.

Two other studíes have identified aspects of the psycho-sociaì

recovery process which appear to be class related. Hackett and Cassem

(1975) found blue collar workers generalìy had less information about

the process of physical recovery, and avoided asking questions about

future limitations. This lack of information could very possibly con-

tribute to a less optimistic outlook.

Croog and Levine Í977) report that semi-skilled and unskilled

workers have greater financial and vocational problems. Because of

this, these individuals have more serious disruption in their lives. In

addition to dealing with the physical recovery process, they must also

deal with immediate financial concerns, and with the prospect of having

to change employment.

One can speculate that having 'less information about the recovery

process, and having financial and vocational pro.blems, would make the

recovery process more problematic. These factors might contri,bute to

the increased susceptibiìity to depression found in the Stern, Pascale
I

and Mcloone (1976) study.
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Several suggestions have been made as to how depression can be

dealt with. Cassem and Hackett (1979) recommend early progressíve

mobilizatÍon in early convalescénce. This counteracts the physical weak-

ness and contributes to a feeling of control.

Kavanagh, Shepherd and Tuck (1975) found that extra encouragement

and support resulted in íncreased progress in their rehabilitative

program. The authors suggest group psychotherapy should be considered

as an additional source of support.

Naismith et al (1979) found sirnilar benefit in providing educatÍon,

support and psychological counselling aimed at maximÍzing independence

at each level of convalescence. They found this input hetpful with

introverted neurotic personalities, and found no evidence that it in-

creased neuroticisms.

This concludes the review of the literature dealing with individual

and family adjustments to myocardial infarction. It is important to

remember that while the infarction is an acute event, Ít also marks the

onset of a chronic illness. Coronary heart disease is a disease marked

by chronicÍty (Thoreson, 1981).

For thÍs reason, a review of the literature dea'ling with the in-

divídual and family adjustment to chronic illness will enhance our

understanding of the recovery process. This review is presented in the

fo'l I owi ng secti ons.

Individual Adjustment To Chronic Illness

When a former'ly hea'lthy indiv.ídual is confronted with the onset of
l

chronic illness, he becomes an unwilling participant in a process invol-
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ving physical and psychological adjustment to the changes and limita-

tions Ínrposed by the illness. The move from healthy to sick is often

marked by a sense of personal injury and a deep reluctance to begin the

process. Susan Sontag, in Illness as Metaphor (1978), has captured the

essence of these qualities in the fottowing excerpt:

"IIIness is the night side of Iife,
a more onerous citizenship. Everyone
who is born holds dual citizens.hip,
in the kingdom of the well and the
kingdom of the sick. Although we all
prefer to use only the good pass-
port, sooner or later each of us is
obliged, at least for a spe1l, to
identify ourselves as citizens of
that other pl ace. "

Susan Sontag (1978) pg. 3

Although different illnesses have very different physical natures

and therefore require different adaptations, the I iterature suggests

there are common elements in the psychological adjustment.

One common e'l ement i s the need to accompl i sh the task of reorgan-

izing the self-image. Schmale (1979) states that this reorganization

begins with a grief process. The individual experiences a sense of loss

in relation to the damage to, or change in a body part. After the

i ni ti al numbness and shock, the i ndi vi dual s'lowly devel ops a persona'l

sense of injury. The grief process is completed with the acceptance

that the particular aspect of functfoning is gone forever and will
never be the same. Engagement in this grief process is seen as a

necessary first step before the individual is able to coprpìete the

reorganization process.

The process continues with efforts to incorporate the new realities
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and to maintain a sense of value and hopefutness. Krupp (1976) states

that this is achieved through reaching an adaptational compromise. fi¡is

means striving for the fullest functioning and comfort allowed by the

i I I ness.

This compromise necessarily demands acceptance of the illness and

full and realistic knowledge of its manifestations and prognosis. Krupp

hrarns that helpers can fail to recognize the magnitude of this compro-

mise and can become critical of the individual when he encounters diffi-
cul ties.

Another common element in the psychological adjustment to chronic

illness is the need to learn to'live wíth the uncertainty. There is the

uncertainty of the unknown outcome of the rehabilitative process. In

addition, symptoms may come and go. As this occurs, the individual

fluctuates between hope of remÍssion and dread of progression.

Abram 1L977 - 7B) spoke of how he grew to accept this uncertainty

as a part of'lífe. Even when he did not have symptoms he was aware of

the damage in his heart and was aware of the ever present possibility of

further damage.

The final common element to be discussed is the need to move out

of the sick roìe, Parsons (1951). In this roìe, the individual must

re] i nqui sh the responsi bi I i ti es and ob] i gati ons of hi s former ro] es and

must allow himself to be cared for by stronger, more adequate people.

Finalìy, he is to relinquish the role as soon as possible.

Adoption of the sick role in acute illness facilitates care and

aids recovery. In chronic i'llness, however, maintenance of the role has

damaging effects (Callahan et al, 1966). The passivity inherent in the
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role makes it impossible to assume the active, controìling role neces-

sary for full rehabilitation. A more appropriate sick role model is one

in which the relationship with health care givers involves mutual parti-

cipation. The patient assumes more power and helps determine his capa-

bilities and needs for treatment.

Feldman (t9741 suggests replacement of the sick role with a "dif-
ferent role". This role is a recognition that a neh, meaning of life
has been formed following the dissolution of the old one. In the 'dif-
ferent' role the indÍvidual can accept the differences imposed by the

illness and can nraintain a sense of dignity and worth.

The assumption of fundamental similaríty ín psychological status

among di fferent chronÍc i I I ness was supported i n a recent study

(Cassileth, Lusk, Strouse, Miller, Brown, Cross, Tenaglía,1984). The

researchers studied patients with six different chronic diseases--ar-

thritis, clinical depression, diabetes, cancer, renaì disease, and non-

mel anomatous dermato'lgic di sorders. The patient's psycho'logica'l wel I

being or distress was measured usíng six variables. The scale used, the

Mental Health Index, allowed comparison to the generaì public.

The results showed that while all groups differed significantly

from the depressed group, no group differed significantly from any of

the others. As welì, the patients, excluding those who were depressed,

di d not di ffer si gni fi cant'ìy from the general pubì i c. Thi s fi ndi ng

supports the bel ief that adaptation represents not the demands of a

particular stress, but rather the manifestation of enduring personaìity

constructs and capacities.
I

In conc]usion, the literature indicates that the onset of chronic
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iltness triggers a process in which the individual incorporates the

changes brought about by the illness. The following section illustrates

how the fanrily nust also adiust to the changes.

Famity Adj ustment To Chronic Illness

The impact of serious illness on a family can best be understood

using the systems framework presented by Jackson (1965). In this frame-

work, the famÍly is seen as a dynamic system in which each member

occupies and functions in roles in relationship to one another. Members

function in these roles accordíng to the famíly's expectation. Families

operate with sets of rules which define and govern relationships and

maintain equilíbrium in the system. The action of any member produces

reaction, counteraction, and shifts to equilibrium.

l^lithin this framework, Livesey (1-97?) illustrates how serious ill-
ness is a crisis for the family. When an individual is seriously ill, he

cannot function in his habitual manner. This change in his functioning

'leads to a sequence of changes as the system begins to develop the

mechanisms needed to adjust to the care needs of the sick and to cope

with the changes that are necessary. During this time, the previous

equilibrium is disrupted and disorganization results. The disruption

and necessary changes wi'll vary depending on which member is ill. A

systems framework provides a structure for the assessment of the disrup-

tion caused by the onset of this illness.

gne view of the family response to crisis has been presented by

Hiìl (1958). He identifies a three stage process. The first stage is

stunned denial. The second is a period of confusion, anxiety and fre-

quentìy resentment toward the sick member. The third is recovery and
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reorgani zati on.

blithin a systems framework, the reorganízation represents a suc-

cessful return to equilibruim. This equi'librium may be at the same level

of functioning as previously or may be higher or lower.

One problem during the reorganization can involve the reassigning

of roles. Olsen (1978).points out that roles may be reassigned to

nembers not capabte of meeting the expectations. This would result in

reorganization at a lower level of functioning. 0lsen has observed that

the reorganization may become quite fixed.

The Ackerman Institute in New York began a project five years ago

in which therapists work with families in which there is chronic íll-
ness. Penn (1982) presented the observations arising from the project.

The therapists found that the famílies were extremely resistant to

change. The realignments formed to meet the demands imposed by the

illness became fÍxed. The therapist's sense of the resistance was that

it was a reflection of the fear of more pain. The families had aìready

experienced a great deal of pain, and were fearful that change would

bring more.

They also observed the pervasive effects of the illness on the

family. A'll family members join in the reorganization around the ill-
ness. During the acute and convalescent períods, time lapses for the

family wíth no notice. There is no time for anythÍng else. During this

time, the family's life has a paradoxical quatity. They behave as if
they are on-going, but at the same time know that they may not be.

The therapists have Ídentified two common problematic coalitions
I

within the families. The first is a coalition which crosses genera-
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tional boundaries. Often the coaìition in the nuclear family will be a

reenactment of a coalition in a parental family, An example would be a

mother who was a rescuer of her own mother in the parental family. She

would become a rescuer of her son if he beconres iìì.
The second problematic coalition is one made with persons outside

of the family. Often this happens with the doctor. These coalitíons

itlustrate the permeable nature of the family boundaries.

The nature of the pervasive effects of illness in the famiìy is

el oquently described in the book Heartsounds (t'leinman Lear, 1980). The

book is a personal account of a family's response to a serious cardÍac

illness. At one poínt, the author's effort to meet the legitimate spe-

cial needs created by her husband's ilìness seems beyond her capacity.

The following journal entry expresses her ambívalence, anger and resent-

ment...
"l,lhy gentìy? I am tired of
too. But of course yes,
be gent'ly because of
heart.. ..and I am al so
damned tired of hi s
þ.27 al

gently,
it must

his
bl oody

heart. "

She also speaks of the emotional roller coaster that appears to be

cìosely linked to the physical course of the illness.

"What a bore. I am heal thy. I
want a hea'l thy husband ski ppi ng
around town. Leave me alone. When
you fee'l we1l, I am ecstatic. When
you feel sick, I an frightened,
and I retreat." (p. 309)

The final area addressed in the literature is the ieffect of the

family on rehabilitation. ,There is recognition that the role of the

famiìy in rehabilitation is crucial because an individual does not make
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accommodations to physical illness or disability independently of his or

her family (Versluys, 1980).

Versluys has identified both positive and negative responses a

family can make. 0n the positive side, a family's willingness to main-

tain or reestabtish the patient's roles is an important motivation in

rehabititation. The famity's abitity to continue to relate to the pa-

tient in his or her major family role contributes to the stability of

the patient's self concept. It also communicates a sense of the in-

dividual's essential worth. This, in turn, helps foster a positive

attitude toward the future.

0n the negative side, families who are over-productive, highìy

anxious and who encourage dependent behaviour may prevent maximal re-

habil ítation. Other family members rnay not support the medical

regimen. This makes it extremely difficult for the individual to fol-

low it.
This illustrates the circular nature of the famiìy response to

illness. The onset of the illness has a major impact on the fami'ly

system. The system must reorganize to meet the new demands on it. In

turn, the manner in which that reorganization takes place impacts on the

individual's recovery and rehabil itation.

The intervention to be described in this paper is designed to aid

the family as it reorganizes and recovers following the impact of the

occurrence. It is formulated within a crisis intervention model as

there is an assumption that the occurrepce constitutes a crisistfor the

family. The literature on family crisis intervention and interventions
I

fo'llowing myocardial infarction provide a base for the formulation.
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Family Crisis Intervention

Hilt (1958) developed a framework of family crisis, which con-

tÍnues to be used extensively in efforts to understand families in

crisis. The framework's important contribution is its identification of

the independent variables which determíne the impact an event has on a

famÍty. It recognizes the fact that the event alone does not determine

the severity of the crisis.

The framework is presented in the form of the followíng equation:

( Interacts with) ( Interacts with) (To Produce
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I
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I
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Crisis Meeting
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Fami ly
lDefinition of
I tne event
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Several features of the stressor event are pertinent to this dís-

cussion. A situation is viewed as problematic if the family has had

little or no prior preparation for it. If the source of the stress is

seen as outside the family, the efforts to deal with it may serve to

solidify the family. Finally, the more sudden or unanticipated a stres-

sor, the more disruptive it will be.

Hill has identified several resources wirich are crucial to the

family's efforts to respond adequately to a crisis. The first is famiìy

integration. This term refers to the sense of cohesiveness; a sense of

belonging to one another in a meaningful !vay. A family with a high

level of family integration responds to the stress expecting it will

always be a famÍly unÍt.

The second resource is adaptibiìity. Families in crisis must
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either regain their former equilibrium or find a new one. This process

requires change and experimentation. A family with rigid behavior

patterns will have a more difficult time.

The third resource is organization. A family which is organized

and clear about family rules, responsibitities and structure can better

develop the necessary plans to face the crisis situation. It is antici-

pated that families with a low organizational level would respond re-

activeìy and impulsive'ly to the threat.

A final resource is expressiveness. This term refers to the oppor-

tunity to express thoughts and feelings. t,lalsh (1981) points out the

expressiveness in a family is a barometer of Ínterpersonal relations.

It indicates whether the famity is a safe environment for this sharing.

Also, a freely expressive family has, in all likelihood, learned to deal

with conflict using open processing of disagreements. This skill would

be directly applicable to the task of crisis resolution.

Use of the framework enables the practioner to understand the

impact the event has on a particular family and to assess the resources

the family brings to the task of dealing with the impact.

The importance of thi s abi'l i ty becomes cl ear when the goa'l s of

family crisis intervention are examined. The intervention is short term,

and its goa'l is to help the family resolve the crisis in as short a time

as possible (Walsh,198i). The goals and time frame do not allow for an

Índepth restructuring of the family relationships. For this reason, it
is necessary to make treatment decisions which are congruent with the

familyls skills and goals.

Bonnefil and Jacobsen (L979) support this position. They stress
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that the goat of crisis intervention is not crisÍs resolution, per Sê,

but rather the most adaptive resolution possible given the inner and

outer resources of the individual or family.

' As in individual crisis intervention, it is thought that work with

a famity during a crisis can have long term effects. l,lalsh (1981) has

identified the possible benefits. The use of problem solving methods

involving alt family members may provide the family with a new approach

which they can use in the future. The new skill both reduces their

vulnerabiìity to crisis and increases their ability to deal with a

crisís should it arise.

Interventions Fol 1 owin Myocardial Infarctíon

The final section of the literature review deals wíth the reports

of interventions designed to meet the psycho-social needs of the patient

and his family as they move from the inÍtial crisis of the occurrence,

through convalescence, to rehabil itation.

Several reports describe family interventions in the acute stage.

Specific goals of the interventions are to reduce the anxiety in the

patient and family (Ezra 1969, 0bier and Haywood t972, Sokol 1983) and

to develop and support a future orientation (0bier and Haywood 1972).

In more general terms, the goal is to minimize the disruption caused by

I ife-threatening illness (Cole, 1978).

'In all the interventions, the goal was achieved through work on two

taslJ. The.first was the provision of a safe place for the patient and

family to express their feelings. Cole (1978) and Sokol, (1983) both

underline the need to help the family realize that the illness of one
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member has

found that

sponses.

Cole (1978) states that the family needs a great deal of support

and reassurance at this point. Giving permission to the expression of

mixed feelings is supportive, and in addition, is important in allevi-

ating guilt at an early stage. Each of the authors observed that ex-

pression of emotions help allevíate the anxiety of the initial stage.

Ezra (1969) points out that this expression also helps the family inte-

grate the experience. As the family goes through this process' the

worker also gaíns valuable information regarding their views of the

illness and their specific fears (Sokol, 1983).

The second task in the interventions is ínformation giving.

Dimsdale (1981) has identífied informatíon seeking as one of the coping

mechanisms in response to crÍsis. After a myocardial infarction, both

individials and families seek information. They need an explanation of

what happened to them and some idea of what the future holds (Sokol,

1983 )

Information giving can also be used to respond to misconceptions

and fears that the family may have about heart disease. Obier and

Haywood Ã972) report that clearing misconceptions through information

giving can be used to create a future orientation for the family. The

worker can develop a context for a beginning Sense of optimism.
I
I

Dimsdale (1981) nakes the important point that during this time

the f ami]y moves between acceptance and deni al . f ilrei r i nformati on

seeking behavior is tempered by these swings. There is no need to
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disrupt the denial, ôs the family will seek information when it is

ready.

An irnportant activity in the early stage is the psycho-social

assessment. The assessment provides early identification of the social

disruption caused by the occurrence and hospítalization (Sokol, 1983).

If inmediate practical probtems are identified, the social worker can

link the fanily to appropriate cornnunity resources. This activity can

significantly reduce the anxiety of the early period (Ezra, 1969, Soko'|,

1e83 ) .

The assessment is also useful for other medical and hospital staff

in their care of the patient. It can provide more complete understand-

ing of a particular patient's response to his iìlness, (Soko'|,1983). In

addition, it is helpful in identifying realistic rehabilitation goa'ls

for the patient (Matheson, Selvester, Rice, 1973).

In the convalescence stage, interventions focus on helping the

family cope with the changes facing them after hospital discharge of

the patient.

Hackett and Cassem (L982) make the point that the physician's

management of the patient can contribute to the maximization of the

copi ng abi t i ti es duri ng convaì escence.

They recommend an active approach to education. The doctor should

take the iniative and deal with the popular misconceptions regarding

heart disease. Prior to discharge , he/she should discuss details re-
{

garding medication, activity leve1, diet, sexual activity and other

restrictions., It is important that the patient and spouse are seen

together.
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Another valuable input at this point is the anticipation of the

"homecoming depression". The weakness is anticipated and its probable

cause explained. This approach is thought to reduce the intensity of

the feelings experienced at this time.

The ,authors further reconmend a program of activity and physical

conditioning as an excellent antidote to depression. They recornnend use

of relaxatÍon techniques. In addition, they recommend use of tranquil-

izers if recurrent anxiety is a problem.

Links and Caplan (1980) suggest that family doctors can effectively

intervene to prevent relationship difficulties by prescribing Íncreased

emotional actívity in the same way that they would recommend increased

physical activity. They identify the common problems of inhibition of

feelings on the part of the spouse and the fear of expressing negative

feelings. They suggest that the family doctor can address thís problem

directly by prescríbing "fighting".

Davidson (1979) and Sokol (1983) both advocate a formal assessment

of famiìy functioning prior to discharge. They also suggest a discussion

of roles. Open discussion of what to expect and a plan for dealing with

anticipated changes provides structure during a transitional period.

A final intervention reported was group therapy sessions for in-

dividuals following their infarction. Rahe, Tuffli, Suchor, Arthur,

(1973) ran a controlled study to examine the usefuìness of group psycho-

therapy when combined with the other components of post myocardial

i nfarcti on management.

Patients participated in 4 - 6 sessions, beginning shortly after

hospital discharge. Group members seemed to engage in a "psychoìogícal
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post-mortem" of their lives prior to the infarction. This process often

led to the identification of areas of desired change.

The group was helpful in that it provided a forum for the discus-

sion of the return to work. Members were able to reflect on past work

approaches and were able to begin to formulate new ones.

A final important gain for members was information regarding the

illness. As members received answers to their medical and physical

concerns, they experienced relief from their anxiety surrounding the

i ssues.

An 18 month folìow-up (Rahe et al, 1975) was able to demonstrate

that members of the therapy groups had significantly fewer cardiac

complications than the members of the control group. The members also

showed a significantly greater knowledge of their disease and its opti-

mal rehabilitation than the cont,rol group.

Ibrahim, Feldman, Staiman, Young, Dean (t974) also reported on a

controlled trial of the effect of group psychotherapy for post myo-

cardial infarction patients. Group members attended weekly sessions for

one year. The purpose of the group was to provide an atmosphere in

which problems and solutions common to cardiac patients could be shared.

The therapist encouraged the expression of emotions and attitudes about

the members' physícal and social conditions.

The authors made several observations regarding the group orienta-

tion. They found patients' primary concern was their physicaì condj-

tions. This concern limited the discussion on current adaptive problems

with spouse, family members and work. The patients appeared to be

somewhat resistant to exploring their own feelings.
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The group concern for members was high. There was an evidence of

esprit de corps resulting from the commonality of their experiences.

Members treated each other with care and gentleness.

The results indicate that there hras a 10% higher survival rate in

the treatment group. The treatment group was lower in social aliena-

tion. The response to the form of treatment was evaluated. Members

reported very favourable response to all aspects measured. This was

also reflected in the high attendance level.

In summary, the individual and family interventíons all appear to

help reduce the anxiety of the acute phase and to provide structure for

the beginning adiustment. Group psychotherapy appears to provide a

valuable support as the individuat incorporates the changes brought

about by his infarction.

Concl usi on

The literature review has provided a theoretical base for under-

standing the experience of individuals and families as they go through

the crisis of myocardial infarction, and begin to adiust to heart dis-

ease. The acute event raises the possibility of sudden death for the

individual, and the possibility of loss for the other family members.

The psychological impact of this new reality continues to be felt as

families begin the on-going task of preparing for an uncertain future.

When survival is sure, the individual begins to incorporate the
I
I

physi cal and psychoì ogi cal impl i cati ons of the di agnosi s. The fami ly

reorganizes to meet the demands p'laced on it by the illness.

Reports on interventions suggest that reducing the anxiety of the
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acute phase ís helpful. This is accompìished by providing a safe place

for the expression of feelings, and by providing information needed at

thÍs time. In the convalescence stage interventions focus on hetping

the family cope with the changes facing them after the hospital dis-

charge.

The theoretical base provided by the literature review has been

used to develop the intervention presented in the following section.
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CHAPTER Tl,lO

THE INTERVENTION
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The fírst part of this section will present a descrlption of the

intervention. The description wil.l include the basic underìying assump-

tions, the time frame, a discussion of the psycho-social tasks to be

addressed, and a discussion of evaluation. The second part will present

a description of the setting in which the work took place.

A. Descríption of the Intervention

Assumpti ons

The interventíon is based on severaì assumptions. The first is that

occurrence of myocardÍal infarction is a crisís event for both the

individual and his family. The second is that intervention in the family

during the time of reorganization and return to equilibrium can influ-

ence the way in whích the reorganization occurs. The final assumption is

that how a family reorganizes after the initial crisis will influence

their 'long term adjustment to the illness.

Time Frame

I nterv nti on

I nfarc Di scharge Conval esence

Hospi tal i zati on

In'itial contact takes place at the time of transfer from the Coro-
I

nary Care Unit to the medical ward. Contact is maintained during hospì-

talization, and during the fjrst month post-discharge.
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1

Psycho-social Tasks

A formulation of the psycho-social tasks that face individuals and

families in the crisis provides the context and focus for the interven-

ti on.

The following psycho-social tasks are those which the individual

and family face as they respond to the crisis of the infarction and

begin to adiust to a chronic illness. There is, however, no expectation

that any particular family would deal with all the tasks during the time

period covered by the intervention.

The Tasks

The Individual and family nust deal with the practical disruptions

caused by the sudden illness and hospitalization.

Financial concerns arise as usual'ly the illness strikes

the major ltrage earner. Arrangements must be made to use com-

pany sick benefits, or to apply for Unemployment Insurance

Benefíts. As wel'|, there may be child care concerns that will

have to be addressed to facilitate visiting.

The worker can assess financial concerns, and determine

any other practical concern. If appropriate, community

resources can be identified, and the family's link with them

facilitated. Dealing promptly and effectively with practical

concerns lessens the anxiety of the initial period.
¡
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2 The individual and family must deal ¡vith the panic, fear, and

anxiety raised by the occurrence.

The worker can provide a safe place for both the indivi-

dual and family to discuss their feelings. The worker can help

the family identify the fact that they are all responding

emotionally to the individual's illness, and can offer reas-

surance that their response is normaì. Information giving

regardíng the illness and the hospÍtal treatment is an impor-

tant tool in reducing the anxiety.

The individual and family must develop a similar view of the indi-

vidual's functional capacity, and act accordingly as the functional

capacity increases,

Often individuals and famílies form quite different views

of the illness. There are several possible sources for the

differences. In the earìy stage, the fami'ly may be given less

information, and may be intimidated by the Coronary Care Unit,

than the patient. The family may not be able to drop the view

that the i ndi vi dual i s cri ti cal ly i'l 1 .

Another source of the di fferences may be the di fferent

attitudes and bel iefs about heart disease. These bel iefs

shape the understanding and interpretation of any information

given. A final aspect to be considered is the influence of

family dynamics on the view formation. A particulaÉ view of

the illness may serve. a purpose within the dynamics. For

example, if invalidism wou'ld serve a function, then a family

3
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4

member rl,iìl form a view to support that positÍon.

Failure to accomplish this task can lead to on-goíng

difficulties in the family. If different views are held, there

is the possibitity of conflÍct over the interpretation of the

rehabilitation plan. Differing vÍews can also lead to over-

protectiveness and/or pushing beyond the individual's capa-

city. A final difficulty is that if the view of the illness

is very drastic, it can lead to unwarranted distress.

The worker can examíne the víew of the illness held by

family members. I'lhen differences are apparent, the worker can

try to establish the probable source and deal wíth it di-

rectly. The worker can also provide an educationa'l function

and help the famíly obtain an accurate understanding of the

i I I ness and the rehabi'l i tati on pì an.

The indívidual and family rnust deal with the anbivalence toward

discharge, and with the fear and apprehension inrmedÍately follow-

ing the discharge

Hospital discharge is an ambivalent time. Whi'le it is

anticipated as a positive sign of increasing heaìth, it also

raises fears for both individual and family. The individual

wonders whether he will be safe away from the protection of

the hospita'l . The family wonders whether they wi'll be able to

keep him safe. Another problem after f,ischarge is that the

individual may be weak, tense and irritable the first few
i

days at home.
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5

The worker can identify and taìk openly of the ambi-

valence regarding discharge. Reassurance is provided by nor,

malizing the response. As well, the ínitial weakness can be

anticipated. Reassurance can be given that the weakness is
not a sign of increasing heart damage. It is also reassuring

to check with the famÍly as to their understanding of when to

become concerned, and when to seek medical heìp.

The individual and family must make role changes to adjust to the

changes brought about by the hospitalization and physical limita-
tions of the individual.

In the early discharge period, the individual is 'limited

physícally, and often is not able to carry out all of hís

former roles. The famiìy must shift to accommodate this.

The needed role changes can present diffÍculty. The dif-
ficuìty may come from a rigÍd role pattern at the time of

infarction. The rigidity may make the changes more difficult.
The change in role can be difficult for the individual. Any

loss can be threatening at a time when his self-esteem is

shaken. As well, another fami]y member may feel overwhelmed

at having to assume added responsibilities. A role may be

assigned to someone not capable of assuming it. The worker can

help the family by initiating open-discussion of the role

changes. If difficulties arise, they can be discussed by the

famiìy unit.

An important aspect of the worker's rore is to assess
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6.

y',hether the rol e changes reaì i sti cal ly refl ect the i ndi v-

idual's functional capacity. If they do not, then the issue of

the view of the illness has to be addressed.

The individual and family must work out a pattern of coÍcnunication

in which all member's needs will be met.

Problems in communication often arise from the fear that

hand'ling negatíve emotions or strong affect wilì lead to

damage or death of the sick individual. The constraints can

result in feelings of isolation on the part of the individual

and his spouse. This isolation can be experienced as a fur-

ther threat to his self concept. The spouse experiences extra

pressures as she begins to feel that she has to handle a'll

the problems on her own.

The worker can do several things to address the difficul-

ties. The first is to reassure the famity that the individual

will be able to tell if problems are developing for him. The

worker can teach the family to use the sick individual as the

moni tor. He can take responsi bi I i ty for tel'l i ng the fami'ly i f
he is getting into trouble.

During sessions wit,h the family, this method can be used

by the worker. Successful use of the technique may reduce the

anxiety level. The worker can also review past patterns of

communications and heìp the çouple identify ways thèy have

resolved difficulties in the past.
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7 The individual and family must feel free to nourn for their former

healthy state.

As the individual and family begin to adiust to an ill-
ness they realize is chronic, they experience sadness over the

loss, and a great sense of uncertainty about the future. This

grief response is seen as a natural, necessary part of the

adjustment process.

The índividual and family may feel guilty about their

grief response because they have been made aware of the need

to take a positíve approach to the illness and rehabilita-

tion. The worker can model open dea'ling with the issue when

it arises. The grief process can be presented as a part of

the adjustment, and as something which does not preclude a

posi ti ve , optimi sti c approach to the rehabi I i tati on. Thi s

formulation of psycho-social tasks provides the focus for the

intervention, and identifies areas of concern to be addressed.

Eval uati on

Several aspects of the practicum prec'luded the use of a standard-

ized evaluation tool. First of a'll, the crisis intervention model used

does not allow for a defined assessment and contracting phase. Because

of this, evaluatíon measures with pre-post test design were seen as

inappropriate. Secondly, it is often on'ly after the worker has gained

entry into a famiìy in crisis that he/she chooses the approach or method

which.seems approrpaite. This tíming again prec'ludes the use of a tool

designed to test the effectiveness of a particuìar method.
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Evaluation of the effectiveness of the intervention came from three

sources. The first is client report. Clients were asked to say what

parts of the intervention were most heìpful. The second was the evalua-

tion'of the clinical work by Dr. J. Kuypers. He brings to the evalua-

tion his extensive theoretical and clinical work in crisis intervention.

The final source of evaluation vúas my own analysis of the work I did

with these families.

B. Description of the Setting

-Clients for the practicum h,ere identífied from among the patients

admitted to the Coronary Care Unit at St. Boniface HospÍtal. The hospi-

tal is an 800 bed teaching hospital affiliated with the University of

Manitoba. The work on the area was made possible by the administrative

approval of Dr. R. Hoeschen, Head of Cardíology, and Mr. K. Sime,

Director of the Department of Socia'l tdork.

The procedure for identification of possible clients was simple.

Admissíon information and the unit's log were checked to identify pa-

tients who met the criteria of the practicum. A letter was sent to the

attending physician to inform him/her that their patient was being

considered. There was a mechanism for the physicians to contact the

Department of SocÍal Work if they did not wish to have their patient

seen.

The worker made contact with the patient after transfer to the

medical ward. The purpose of the practicum was described, and the pa-

tient and his family made a decision as to whether they wished'to be

followed after hospital discharge. After discharge families were seen in
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their homes.

Criteria for Inclusion

The following criteria were used to determine suitability for

practi cum:

(a)

the

(b)

Patient must be under 65 years of age, and live within the

City of lllinnipeg;

Patient must have a confirmed diagnosís of a first myocardiaì

i nfarctÍ on.

Pati ent must have no other maj or heal th probl ems , or

psychiatric problems.

(c)

The criteria for inclusion h,as purposefulìy left as loose as pos-

sible. The literature does not provide any solid base for identifying

those families who are in partÍcular need of intervention. The worker

wished to get information about how a cross section of families dealt

with the crisis, as opposed to finding out whether intervention was

needed in a particu'lar group of families.
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CHAPTER THREE

DISCUSSION OF THE INTERVENTION
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I ntroducti on

This section will describe my journey into the real world of

service delivery in a health care setting. I began that journey confi-

dent in my theoretical knowledge of the experience of the individuals

and their families, and clear in my understanding of the aims of the

intervention. My level of confidence and clarity started to drop dras-

ticatly äs, time after time, I was unable to gain entry into the

tamr I res.

Very briefly, in my inítial work I found the indivíduals very open

to contact. They appeared to welcome the opportunity to discuss the

non-medical aspects of their situation. They tatked openly about the

experience of the heart attack, and shared their thoughts in regard to

it. I would then discuss the changes and adjustments that both the

individual and family would have to make in the future, and would

describe the intervention I could make in that process. At this point,

the Índividual s decl ined further contact. Most stated that their

families were fine and had no prob'lems,and that they did not anticipate

having to make any changes.

Clearìy, there was a critical need to understand the problems in

the entry process. The exploration of this is,sue is presented ín detail

as Ít provided the focus for much of the learning of the practicum.

The discussion of entry is followed by a discussion of the

interventions which did take p'lace. The section will end with evaluative

comments. j
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Expìoration of Entry Difficulties

To understand my difficulty in the entry process, I had to under-

stand several different aspects of the situation. Anaìysis of each of

these aspects contributed a piece to the eventual understanding of the

problems that had been encountered. The areas include the worker's

entry into the hospital system, the nature of the individual's exper-

Íence in the hospital, the family's experience as it cones into contact

with the hospital system, and the famíìy's experience in the immediate

post-díscharge period. An analysis of each of these areas is presented

novJ.

A. The Worker's Entry Into The Hospita'l Setting

Social work in a hospital is secondary to medical and nursing

servi ces. Because of thi s posi ti oní ng, soci al workers must carefu'l 'ly

develop a co-operative relationship with these services. Ideaìly the

relationship is based on mutual respect for professional competency.

Thi s rel ationshi p devel ops only after an entry process i s

completed. My observations after two years in a hospita'l setting is
that the entry process has a ritualistic quality. þJhile the steps of

the process are vague and indistinct, the tasks to be accomp'lished are

c'lear and always the same.

Medical and nursing staff must be assured that the social worker is

both aware of and accepting of what they do, and of the demands they

face. At the qame time the social wofker must demonstrate a clear

understanding of the service he/she can offer, and a strong belief in
the legitímacy of that service.
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A final comment on this process is that it appears to be time

consuming. The social worker must spend tíme on the area, become

familiar, and demonstrate continuity and availabitity.

Successfuì negotiation through this process has an inportant cru-

cial benefit for the social worker. Medical and nursing staff begin to

support the work, and will, in turn, encourage patients to make use of

the service. This system support lends credence to the worker, and

helps to facilitate entry into situations.

It is for this reason that the worker's entry into the system was

analyzed in the effort to understand the problems of entry into the

fami'lies.

It is my belief that I had limited success in entering the

system. lilhile I had administrative support for my work, I did not

develop support among the nursing staff. Because of the practicum's

structure, I had I imi ted i nvol vement wi th the staff i n both the

Coronary Care Unit and the wards. My iso'lation from the nursing staff

meant that I forfeited their support which could have been used to

facilitate entry into the families.

Aside from the structural issues, there were two personaì .factors

which also limited the success of the entry. When I began my practicum,

I had never worked in a hospital setting. I was often intimidated and

unsure of what rights and powers I had. As weìI, I was much less

certain of my ski'll level and what I had to offer. I am quite sure

that these two factors combined to produce a tentatÍve stance, and, in

turn, that this stance t{as a limiting factor in my entry.
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B. The Nature of the Individual's Experience In the Hospi tal

Further understanding of the problems of entry can be gained by

examinlng the nature of the patient's experience in the hospital. Cassem

and Hackett (1971) have stated that the most cormon response to the

anxiety aroused by the infarction is denial. My work would confirm

this. The denial allows the individual to protect himself from the full
impact of the event, and allows him to deal with only small parts at a

time.

There are many thíngs in the period of hospitalizatíon whích sup-

port the denial and minimization. First of all, the paín and discom-

fort of the attack are unusually controlled fairly quickly. The indÍ-

vidual may well see himself as "back to normal". After transfer to the

ward, the individual is monÍtored lessn receives less medical and

nursing care, and has no outward sign of injury or weakness. Finally,

the "abnormal" nature of alt hospita'l life contríbutes to the notion of

being back to normaì. Total expectations of patients are self-care,

visits with fami'ly and friends, and walking up and down the halls.

Success at meeting these expectations makes it hard for the individual

to conceptuaì i ze not bei ng abl e to meet the expectati ons foì 1 owi ng

di scharge

The individuals all reported doing a lot of thinking during this

time. This process appears to be a beginning attempt to íntegrate the

experience. It is important to note, however, that the thinking uras

focussed mainly on the experience of the heart attack. There was an

effort to figure out why the attack occurred. There was little evidence

of thinking ahead to the implications for the future.
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During the hospital izatÍon, the individual uses denial and

minimization as he begins to slowly integrate the experience. There

seems littte to suggest that he thinks about the long term impìications

of his illness. These two observations suggest that it is counter-

productive for the worker to focus on long term adjustments to the

illness. Quite sirnply, the worker moves beyond where the individual is,

and in so doing, challenges the defences that are in place. This

problem uJas, ín retrospect, a major factor in the failed entry attempts.

C. The Famíly's Contact With The Hospital System

One surprising observation was how quickly the families settled

emotionaìly. The anxiety and emotional upset of the initial time is
under control to a great extent as soon as the individual's condition

stabilizes. I believe that several factors contribute to thís.

Very earìy ifre tam'¡ly receives the message that they are not to

upset the patÍent. This is done in an effort to maintain the patient's

cardiac reserve ímmediateìy following the attack.

That message is extremely powerful. First of all it comes from the

people whose knowledgeo skill, and technology are saving the indivi-

dual's life. Second'ly, it comes at a time when the fear of loss is very

great. Families comply because in no way do they want to jeopardize the

individual's chances of survival.

A second factor is the approach to the itlness taken by members of

the health care teaml. The basic message is that a heart attack is not

the end of the world, and that with carefu'l rehabi,litation and necessary

risk reduction heart disease can be managed successfu'lly.
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The educational âpproach is a hopeful one, and very useful in that

it provides the information needed for successful adjustment to the

illness. The information giving also helps relieve the famíly's anxiety

ut, family members now have the ability to begin to structure their

experience. However, when the system stresses information giving only,

and spends little time addressing the emotíonal upset, it sends out a

subtle message to the famity. Family members quickly understand that

this is not the pìace to deal with emotÍona'l issues.

I became aware of the system's lack of validation of the emotional

aspects when I compared it to two other areas of the hospital. One was

the Newborn Intensive Care Unit in which I was the social worker as-

signed to work with familíes who had babies ín the unit. My presence in

the unit, as an integral part of the team, was a clear statement that

the tÍme for families was a hard one, and that their emotional responses

would be addressed. Atl of the medÍcal and nursing staff gave the

family the same message.

The second area was the Oncol ogy Department. I entered that system

as a famiìy member when my husband was being diagnosed and treatment

decisions v\,ere being made. I'Je became aware of the system's recognition

and validation of our emotional upset. Nu-rsing and medical staff

verbally recognized our feeìings. As welì, there were posters on the

wall recognizing various feelings, and advertising a support group for

patients and families.

In the coronary care unït I saw little evidence of that kind of

vaìidation, aside from the reassurance offered to fami'ly members that

the patient was doing well. This tack has implications'for social
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work service. The reader wiìl recall that one of the aims of early

intervention is the provision of a safe place for the expression of

feel ings. l.lÌthout general systems support, the social worker is
presenting a brand new message for the famÍly.

Recognition by the system of the emotíonal aspects provides a

context for the intervention. That recognition, combined with medical

and nursing support, will make the famÍlies more receptive and wilt
facil itate entry.

D. The Fami'ly' s Experíence In The Inmedíate Pos t-Díscharge Period

As I gained more understanding of the family experience in the

Ímmediate post discharge period, I began to further understand the

problems of entry that I encountered. Knowledge of the nature of this
experience is vitaì for effective entry.

The experience I encountered in each of the families can be apt'ly

descri bed by the term "Period of txtension of HospÍtal izatíon"
(Speedìing, LgBZl. It appears that maintaining the Índividual's safety

in the home is the on'ly task the individual and family address at this
point. All family members contribute to this effort. Although some

famiìy members make changes invotving considerqble personal cost, there

is littìe expressÍon of discomfort during the initiar perÍod.

There was evidence of considerable fear of recurrence. At times,

individuals spoke openly about their fears. Other times, the fear was

evidenced by behaviours. The famÍìies organized a management plan

which often appeared to ref'lect a conservative estimate of the indivi-
i

dual's capacity. The Índividual would usually accept the 'l imits im-
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posed.

This observation is consistent with those of several authors.

Croog and Levine (1977) speculated that the fear of recurrence was the

factor which accounted for the ease of movement into the protector-

protected roles.. Speedling (1982) identifed an acute sense of doubt and

fear of recurrence. He observed the pattern of the husband passively

accepting the plan the famÍly had devised to keep him safe.

In the previous sections, I have identified the mechanisms in the

hospital which allow the individual to deny the full implications of his

heart attack, and which allow the famíty to present a calm, positive

approach. Hospita'l discharge appears to place great strain on both

these approaches. Both the individual and the family reencounter the

fear raísed by the occurrence. Right after discharge they gÍve the

appearance of a unit battling for its very surviva'|.

Again, thÍs observation is consistent with others presented in the

I iterature. Froese and Hackett 1,L974) noted that deniaì during

hospitalization did not protect the individual from a sharp rise in both

anxiety and depression just prior to discharge.

When considering effective entry into the family, the worker must

be cognizant of two striking qua'lities of the family's life at this

point. One is the present orientation. I developed the sense that the

familÍes concentrate on the next two or three weeks, and that during

this time they have little or no future orientation. The other qua'lity

,is the intensity of puipose evident at this time. The family unit di-

verts almost tota'l resources into the effort to keep the individual

safe.
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Concl usi on

From the analysis of the above areas, I began to identify several

problems in my entry attempt. First of all, the design of my practicum

limíted the success of my entry into the hospital system. Because I

never developed a satisfactory relationship with the nursing staff, they

never fully supported my attempted intervention. I believe their active

support would have facilitated the entry process.

A major problem, however, was one of timing, at the time of ap-

proach the individual Ís denying the full implications and minimizing

the impact of the event. The family is settled and has adopted a calm,

positive approach. A worker talking about anticipated problems is proba-

bìy seen as irre'levant at best, or at worst, as a threat to the status

quo. Another problem is that the entry attempt did not recognize the

fact that the family's future orÍentation is severely ìimited by their

high 'level of concern in regard to the first weeks after díscharge.

Another diffícuìty was the problem orientation. A worker entering

a family in crisis has to walk a de]icate line. 0n the one hand, he/she

attempts entry because of observed or anticipated problems. However,

the problem orientation must be presented in a context which recognizes

the family's strengths, and which begins Ímmediateìy to increase their

sense of competency. In retrospect I feel I did not support the

strengths, and so did not achieve the needed ba'lance.

I was able to gain entry into families when I presented the

practicumlas an attempt to find out more about how families managed in

the first. month after discharge. I stated that their family could

contribute to my knowledge, and that I would share ideas with them if
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they encountered difficulties. The famil ies were told that any

knowledge gained would be used to develop ideas of how social work could

be helpful in other famiìies.

This approach vras appropriate within the context of the desígn of

this practicum. 0bviously it would not be applicable for use by workers

providing a regular service. However, lhe preceding discussion has

Ídentified important considerations that need to be addressed. The

worker's careful integration into the medical and nursing team is

imperative. Developing among other staff a recognition of the emotional

inpact of the event, and active support for social work intervention

would be invaluable. As stated earlier, this systems support lends

credibility to the worker and facilitates entry.

As well, I would recommend that the worker negotiate for much

earlier contact. Seeing the famiìy in the first day or two after the

patient's admissíon to the coronary care unit would provide an oppor-

tunity to address the emotions which are experienced at this time.

The importance of movÍng within the families' time frame has been

discussed. Both the titerature and clinical observation suggest that

families formulate a pìan of action prior to the individual's discharge.

Discussion of this plan couìd well províde the_context for work on many

areas. The worker could gain an understanding of the view of the

iì1ness, address the ambivalence in regard to discharge, and assess the

suitabi'lity of proposed role shifts. The process would provide a model

of open discussion of the changes brought about by the íilness.

. Fina'lìy, I ,wish to stress the need for the worker to help famiìy

members reestablish their sense of competency. ThÍs is especially
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important because the onset of serious illness undermines the family's

sense of competency in very fundamental ways. First, the individuat is

unsuccessful in his attempts to control the dÍsease process, and he

faces the possibitity of damage and death. þlhen his attempts fail, he

enters the hospital system. Here professionals take over completely, as

he is diagnosed and treated.

At this point, the family is in an extremely vulnerable position.

They have only one important goaì--the individual's survival. However,

they see that survival as being dependent on the powers of an external

system, the hospital. The powerlessness inherent in this position must

be actívely counteracted in all contacts with the family.

Thís concludes the discussion of entry into the famílies. The next

section is a discussion of the interventions whích did take place.

DÍscussion of the Interventions

There h,ere five cases in which the worker had contact with the

individual in hospital, but then was unable to negotiate continued

contact after the indivÍdual's discharge.

In each of these cases I had at'least two interviews, approxímateìy

one hour in length. As mentioned earlier, i-n these interviews, the

individuals shared their thoughts regarding the experience of the heart

attack. They appeared to be searching for some reason as to why it
happened, 

_or 
why Ít happened now. There was one exception. One man had

ibeen aware for some time that something was wrong. The diagnosis, for

_him, was the answer to a prior process of questioning.

The worker's focus in these contacts was maint! on assessing the
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individual 's situation, and gaíning more knowledge of the initial
adjustment. In that process emotional support r,,as provided, and

information was shared.

In one family there were several factors which could well have made

the adiustment oro..rl probtematic. These factors included unresolved

marital difficutties which the man felt were related to a business

bankruptcy, present financial probtems which vrere exacerbated by the
illness, and the possibÍlity that the man would not be physicatìy abre

to resume his former job.

The worker helped the family negotiate the Unemployment Insurance

bureaucracy, and facilitated discussion of how the family wouìd manage

after discharge.

In another family, I intervened by offering the wife support. She,

unl ike the other spouses, was openìy upset. she appeared to be

overwhelmed by the prospect of her husband's ir r ness and the

implications that would have for their young family.

There were four cases in whÍch the family was followed after the
individua'l 's discharge. In the first fami'ly I had two contacts in the
first month after discharge, and then had three contacts a month later.
In the second, I had three contacts in the first two weeks, then the
family declined further service. In the third family I had four weekly

contacts which began right after the individual's discharge. In the
last family, I had four contacts during various hospÍta1 admÍssions, and

four cÖntacts in the month prior to the individual's open-heart surgery.

Two descrÍptive comments are of interest. The first is that all
four clients followed after discharge were under fifty years of age.
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The other is that one of the individuals seen had to use Unemployment

Insurance. All others had company sick benefits. These benefits,

combined with the knowledge that the individual's job would be waiting

for them, eliminated a great deal of stress in the convalesence period.

As stated earlier, in the Ínitial period foilowÍng discharge, the

energies of the family unit are directed toward the task of ensuring the

survival and recovery of the individual. As the fanilies struggled with

this task, the worker had input in several ways" Anatysis of the input

identified e'lements which were common to all the families.

The discussion begins with an examination of these common elements.

This is followed by a presentation of two cases. The first one is
illustrative of role strain and conflict early in the adjustment

process. The second case demonstrates the increasing stress experienced

by the family unit when the occurrence of the infarction is followed by

the díagnosis of serÍous heart damage, and subsequenily, by the decísion

to have open heart surgery.

COMMON ELEMENTS

Information Giving

In the hospital, the patients had been exposed to the cardiac

teaching program. The program is designed to teach patients and

families about heart disease itself, and the various aspects related to

successful management. There ís emphasis placed on those areas of risk

reduction which are especialìy relevant to the particular patient. At
I

st. Boni face, thi s teaching i s done by nurses, dietici ans, and
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physíotherapísts. Patients now receive Heart Talk, a booklet prepared

by the Manitoba Heart Foundation. It contains all of the rnaterial

covered in the teaching program.

After discharge, the family continues to incorporate thís informa-

tion, and in that process they identify new questions and concerns. In
my contacts, I was able to answer questions, and help the families

identify gaps in their knowledge. My information base was the teaching

manual used by other hospital staff in the teaching program.

Addressi the Emotional Impact of the Initíal lleak ness

Following a heart attack, the indíviduat normally experiences a

period of time when he is weak, and becomes easily tired by moderate

exertion. This weakness slowìy lessens, and the individual regains

physica'l stamÍna. There is a gradual decrease in the physical limita-
tions of the initiat perÍod.

My observation is that this weakness has strong emotional impact

for the individual. For one thing, it is very hard to incorporate the

rea'lities of physical 1ímitations. In the case of myocardia]

infarction, the limitatíons come about suddenly. The experíence of

one's own body is changed dramatically.

The individual is to'ld clearìy in hospital that as the heart

recovers, there will be gradua'l improvement in this. However, after
discharge the patient may begin to question whether the weakness is, in

rea'lity, an indicator of even,greater damage than was first recognized

(cassem, Hackett, 1979). Atso the índividuat can easily become

discouraged and impatient with the gradual nature of the improvement.
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I did two thíngs to address this area. The first was to offer

continued reassurance that this period of weakness was an anticipated

part of the recovery process, and that it would indeed improve. Seeing

families on a weekly basis provided the opportunity to identify the

improvements which had been noted in the preceding week.

The second thing was to encourage the individual to continue a

daily plan of activity. As noted by Hackett and cassem llgTg), a regu-

lar exercise program has two advantages. It introduces an element of

control into the recovery process, and it prnovides a clear measure of

improvements in physÍcal stamina.

I believe that attention to this area is important. The literature

contains reports of tension and irritability, and depression in the

early convalesence (hlishnie, Hackett and cassem, 197L), (croog, Levine,

L9771. My observation is that this may well be closely related to the

individual's struggle to incorporate his new rea'lítíes.

One contact illustrates this point. An individual shared his anger

at his wife over an incident in the preceding week. They had been out

for about two hours one afternoon, when she made the decision that they

would have to go home because he was gettíng tired. He raged on about

how anyone can know how you fee'|. His wife hãd onty one response. she

reminded him that he had barely made it to the bed, and had been sound

asleep within mínutes.

As we talked further, he got in touch with his anger aàd despair at

realízing he could get that tired after minimal activity. I offered

reassurance that hÍs strength wouldireturn graduaì1y. In a voice choked

with tears, he asked, "Yes, but how will I be able to tell I'm getting
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better? "

Addressi n the Fear of Recur rence

During the initial post discharge period, the fear of recurrence is
high (speedl ing, lg8z), (croog, Levine , rg77r. One individuar
verbalized his fear. In the rest of the families, this fear was
evidenced by behaviors. It was evident in the extremely cautious
approach both the individual and famÍly took when new activities $,ere
considered' There was a search for ways to determine ahead of tíme
whether a particurar activity wourd be safe. The fear is that over
exertion will trigger a recurrence. It reflects a similar ,,lack of
negotiation with fate,' that Croog and Levi ne (L977) suggest accounts for
the high level of compliance.

In the famiìies I initiated discussion of how to determine this
safety' Throughtout the discussions, I recognized both the individual,s
wish to not jeopardÍze himself, and his ability to ìearn to become aware
of the demands experienced by his body. I presented two suggestions.
One was for the indivÍdual to break down an activity into small units,
and gauge the ease with whích it could be accomplished.

The second suggestion was for the indívidual and famity to discuss
a proposed activity and determine together how-it courd be approached
safely' This strategy was desÍgned to diffuse the conflict and tension
that is created when either the individual or the family sense danger.
Many tÍmes I saw evidence of spouses and other family members moving
quickry to stop an activity tf it was deemed to be unsafe.

, special attention must be paid to the fear of recurience Ín cases
in which the individual experiences angina. Angina is chest pain, and
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is treated with nitrogytcerine tablets.

Especially right after the occurrencer angina is a powerful

symptom. t'lhen it is present, the indíviduat is reminded of how he felt
just prior to the occurrence. The symptom triggers two questíons. yill
the nitro pills work? Am I going to have another heart attack?
Presence of the symptom brings the fear of recurrence to the fore.

The worker can help to decrease the fear raised by the angina by

helping the family become more famiriar with it. They may be abre to
develop some sense of predictabilÍty in regard to when it occurs and how

it is resolved. My sense, however, is that this input has timited
effectiveness. The fear in the initiat period is related to a fundamen-

tal threat to the family's existence. The worker can better direct
efforts to hetping the family líve with this fear.

This ends the discussion of the common elements. The foìlowing
case presentations will describe the experience of two families.
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CASE PRESINTATIONS
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Case #l - TheN . Family

' ôg€ 47 ' was admitted wÍth the diagnosis of myocardiar
He woke up feering vaguery "bad". After getting to work he

experienced increasing chest discomfort, and was brought to hospital.

Famil.y Bac kqround

Mr' and Mrs. N. have been married for 6 years. For the rast four
years they have had with them four of the eight chirdren Mr. N. has from
a previous marriage.

The oldest daughter has-fÍnished high schoor, works fuil time, and
contÍ nues

school .

The practicum was presented as a project
information about famiìy adjustment after discharge.

designed to gain

Both Mr. and Mrs.
N. were open to the contact.

Mr. N.'s earìy adjustment was very difficurt. He was extremery
fearfuì of a recurrence, and was abìe to verabríze this. He was afraid
to go for a walk by hímserf for fear that he wourd corlapse, and no one
would heìp him. He was afraid to go to sreep at nÍght for fear he wourd
have another attack, and not wake up. This fear stemmed from his berief
that he courd have srept through the amount of-pain he had experíenced
wÍth the first attack. In our discussíons I normarized the fear, and
further stated that as he grew stronger physicaily, it wourd probabry
subside. I went on to suggest practicar suggestÍons about ways to
increase his sense of security.

His wife rey'orted that in the first days he had been extremeìy

Mr. N.

i nfarcti on.

to' live in the home. The three youngest ones are ail in
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irritable and tense. She defined this irritabiìity as something you had

to expect from a heart patient.

In the beginning, the chíldren all participated in the effort to

meet his needs. They made sure all the work was done in the house, and

that they kept their con¡mitments regarding times and activites.

I subsequentty came to know Mr. N. as a man who took control of his

life by approaching thÍngs in a structured, logical fashion. His life
experíence to date had given hÍm little doubt as to his ability to

control anythÍng. ThÍs sense of control was severely shaken by the

occurence of the infarction, and his physical weakness afterward. His

extreme fears were understood in this framework. As predicted, his

fears subsided as he began to increase in strength.

Problems quickly developed between Mr. N. and the children. He had

two major complaints. The first was that they did not check in by phone

when they were out. He took this to mean that they did not care about

how sick he was. A second complaÍnt was that they did not even "clean

up the rooms". I was able to determine that this referred to the

children's failure to assume their portion of the responsibility for

keeping the common rooms spotless.

The conflict began to escalate. He made more and more demands on

them, and they objected more and more vigo.ousty. After about two

months, ôll four children became involved in probìem situations outside

the home. It was at this time that the family stated the need for

counsell ing. A1 so, Mr. N. was readmitted for another episode of

coronary i nsufficiency.

In a joint session, two messages were heard clear'ly. The chi'ldren
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did not think that Mr. N. needed the special attention he was wanting.

They did not check in by phone because they were simply not worried

anything was going to happen. They did not pick up every píece of paper

because the mess símply did not bother them. Some of his denrands were

running contrary to their developmental tasks, which focussed on

developing independence from their famity. They had banded together

when they perceived a real threat. They no longer saw one.

Mr. N. was able to tell the children that he found it very taxing

whenever there were míssed curfews with no word from the child involved.

They appeared to be able to understand that, and were wiltÍng to try to
work on that area.

In the process Mr. N. was able to receive some much needed

affÍrmation from the children. In the preceding struggle, there had

been littte expression of caring. In the session the children totd him

about how worried they were when he first got sick. This seemed to be

very important to him.

Shortly after this session, Mr. and Mrs. N. and the two youngest

children went for two months to the family's summer cottage. This break

provided a definíte positive thrust. It served to break the inward

focus on the illness that had taken pìace.

A fínal contact in the fall revealed that things had improved

greatly. The holiday had been good, and the parents had been able to
negotiate a satisfactory agreement with the two older children about

their pìans for the fall. The fami'ly did ¡ot wish to continue the

contacts as they felt things were okay.
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Case #2 - The M. Family

Mr. M., age 49, was admitted wÍth the diagnosis of myocardial

infarctÍon. He had had prolonged, severe chest pain. He saw his doctor

and was brought to the hospital.

Family Back ground

Mr. and Mrs. M. are both Hungarian inmígrants who have been in
canada for approximately thirty years. They have been married for
twenty-seven years. They have two daughters, ages 23 and zs. Both

daughters ìive outside of the home. Mr. M. has worked for twenty years

as a dental technician. Mrs. M. works part tÍme at a department store.

To understand the adjustment process of thÍs famÍly, it is hetpful

to have a chronoìogical perspective of the events related to Mr. M.,s

il I ness

0ctober 9, 1984 Mr. M. was admítted to the Coronary Care Unit with a

di agnosi s of myocardi a'l i nfarcti on.

Mr. M. had a stress test which revealed the possi-

bilíty of a blockage in the heart. (A stress test

monitors the cardiovascu'lar functioning when the

Í ndi vi dual i s on a tread mi'l 'l . A def i ni te dÍ agnosÍ s

could not be made without an angiogram. This is a

procedure Ín which dye is injected into the ar-

teries. X-ray visualization of lthe dye identifies

blocks in the arteries.) The decision was made not

to do the angiogram until after Mr. M. had recovered

October 22, L984
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October 23, 1984

October 25, 1984

November 5, 1984

November 7, 1984

November 20, 1984

November 23, t9B4

November 26, 1984

November 30, 1984

from his attack.

Mr. M. was discharged from hospital.

Mr. M. was readmitted with severe unstable angina.

The decision was made to do the angiogram in spíte

of the risks.

The angiogram vras done. The results show that the

arteries are clogged up to 85%. Surgery as soon as

possible is recommended as the on'ly viable option.

The surgeon tells the family the surgery will be

done on November 29, 1984.

Patient discharged.

Family learns that the surgery is not scheduled for

November 29, and will probably be in the first two

weeks in December.

Mr. M. readmítted to hospital after another episode

of severe distress. The surgery is scheduled for

December 3, 1984.

The surgery is rescheduled for November 30, 1984.

Surgery is performed.

The occurrence of the infarction marked the beginning of a rapid

shift from beíng relative'ly hea'lthy to being extreme'ly ill. prior to

the infarction, Mr. M.. had two health concerns. One was a raised

cholesterol level. He was treating rit with changes in his d'iet. The

other concern he had was the increased tiredhess that he had felt overI,
the'last year.
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After the infarction, both Mr. and Mrs. M. responded with anxiety

and the fear of the possibility of Mr. M.'s death. However, they left
the hospital hopeful of the outcome, and determÍned to do everything

needed to insure a recovery as soon as possible. The recovery was

important because it would mean that Mr. M. could go to his daughter,s

wedding on December 1, 1984.

The results of the stress tests introduced the possibility that

maybe there b,as more to come. However, I díd not get the sense that

either anticipated anything to change in the near future.

Mr. M.'s readmission was a highly anxious tíme for both. Again,

they feared the possíbilíty of death. His unstable angina was also

anxiety producing because they could not identify a cause. Things had

been goíng okay at home, and they had "forìowed all the rules". They

began to sense that there vrere things happening over which they had no

contro'l

I was available on the day of that admission, and so was able to

provide support for both Mr. and Mrs. M. This contact was important as

they began to see me as someone who could offer support Ín whatever was

coming next.

The decísion to do the angiogram was anxiety producing. Although

both were in agreement, they were aware that the procedure had been seen

as tòo risky just a short white before.

Receiving the resu'lts of the angiogram in a way settled things for

Mr. M. He knew now what was happening, and whenlhe became aware that

surgery was the best option, he was in agreenent with it. The fact that

both the surgeon and their famÍly doctor urged him to accept the
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earliest possible date for surgery underlined for Mr. and Mrs. M. the

seriousness of the sÍtuation.

At this point I told the famiìy I would like to follow them untíl

after the surgery. I suggested I could provide support and act as a

liason with the hospital. They were very accepting of the proposed

contact.

After his second discharge, the couple addressed the very critical
task of maintaining Mr. M.'s safety until surgery. Both were aware of

the vul nerable position he was in. Mrs. M. took most of the

responsibility for managing this.

The decision regarding the surgery meant that Mr. M. would not

be able to attend his daughter's wedding. This $,as a major

disappointment for him, and he experienced much sadness as he worked

through this.

The couple were caught in a tight bind. One the one hand they had

to provide a safe envÍronment for Mr. M. 0n the other hand, they had to

continue all of the added activity and excitement of a fami'ly wedding.

Their daughter was understanding of the limitations in the situation.

However, the parents continued to feel caught in the bind. They were

aware of the need to redirect their efforts towards themselves, but at

the same time they fe'lt badìy about not being able to give her the

special attention they wanted to.

The fear that Mr. M. would not survive until the surgery was very

strong. The couple had received clear messages about the ürgent need

for the surgery, and were clear about the amount of damage Mr. M. hld.

They were psychologica'l'ly geared to somehoh, manage until the surgery
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date.

At theír request, I contacted the surgìcal unit to inquire about

detaits regarding admÍssion and schedule. I learned, oD November 20,

1984' that in fact Mr. M. had not been scheduled for the original date.

The nurse informed me that this situatíon arose often. A surgeon will
give the family a definìte date, but in fact the patient cannot be

accommodated.

when Mr. and Mrs. M. rearned of this, they were shocked and

enraged. They believed they had been given a definite date. Underlyíng

their anger was the fear that another two weeks might be too late. Mr.

M. verbalized thís. I spent a great deal of time validating their
feeìings. The reality was that they were powerless to change what had

happened. Both experienced the anger and frustration inherent in this
powerlessness. Slowly we began to look at the different options that
this change míght open up.

In my contacts with them, one of my maÍn ro]es was to facilitate
the reìease of pressure that was building up. Because of the happy

event in the famíly, they were reluctant to share too much of their fear

and frustratfon with family members. As well, some friends had told
them they "should be happy for the sake of the cþi]dren,,. They found

this response alienating because it did not recognize the demands of
their situation. With me, they were free to share their frustrations

and concerns.

My ìast contact with the family was afteriMr. M.'s third adnission.

He was awaíting surgery. I^le discussed the emotional rol'ler coaster they

had been on for the ìast month. Both were av{are of the strain that they
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had been under. Both were hopeful that the surgery would be successfuì,

and that they "could get back to normal".

Evaluative Conments

This section will briefly dicuss some of the evaluative conments

received from c'lients. The conrnents are descriptive only, and provide

no solid data on the effectiveness of the intervention. ulithin the

context of the practicum, client response is useful as the practioner

attempts to refine ideas of intervention in these families.

Two of the families found it helpful to learn of their similarÍties

to other families adiusting to the same illness. One family felt the

contact had not been heìpful. In thís family, the coupìe had one

struggle after another regarding dífferent aspects of the rehabilitation

plan. His evaluative comment was, "This is all common sense". He and

his wife burst out 'laughing as she replied, "Ah yes, but whose common

sense".

I was particularly interested in the one comment by Mrs. M. She

said she had found the intervention helpfu'l because of the support, the

provision of the place to vent their frustrations, and the help provided

in verba'lizing the feelings and issues between them. She then said,

"And I always knew I could choose not to see you." My understanding

from our discussíon of the statement was that it was a reflection of her

perception that she had some control in our relationship. That was

probabìy an important an,tidote to the lack of co'ntrol the coup'le were

experíencÍng in their own lives, and in their dealings with other parts

of the system.
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Summary

The preceding examínation of the clinical work has identified
several issues which must be addressed when attempting to intervene in
these families. The small number of families seen, and the lack of
solid evaluative data, caution against any definitive statements about

the effectiveness of the intervention.

However, my work suggests that two issues are crucial to

effectíveness. The first is the need for the worker to understand the

experíence of the families right after discharge, and to move wíthin the

framework that this understanding provides.

The second issue is the need for the worker to become an integral

part of the health care team. As intervention begíns in the hospital,

the worker needs the credíbiìity which comes from strong systems sup-

port.

An observation arising from my work provides the motívation for
further work and refinement in this area. That observatíon is that
little of the emotional impact of the occurrence, discharge, and the

early period at home were addressed by other health professionals.

Social work is in a position to focus on this area, and contribute to

the total health care of the indivídual and the famity.

Mr practicum experience suggests that social work intervention can

help the family cope with the anxiety and fear of the initial period.

Thís is consistent with the view expressed by Ezra (1969), gbier and

Haywood (L972), Sokol (1983), and Coler (1979).

At t'he same time, ily work raises questions as to how effective

intervention in the early period can be in attemptíng to address the
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issue of satisfactory long term adjustment. The concern is reìated to
the fact that during the early period the family reorganizes to meet the

task of providing safety for the individual. The efforts directed to
this task appear to preclude work in other areas.

One area is communication. The task formulation suggests that for
satisfactory long term adiustment the famity must develop communication

patterns which make it possible for each member to have his/her needs

met.

0n several occasions, the worker observed patterns which seemed to
be problematic. Specifically, the individual appeared to be free to be

as irrítable as he wanted to be. ThÍs behavior was defined as ,'what you

expect from a heart patient". 0ther family members did not feel free to
express any discomfort over thÍs.

Another aspect appeared to be a lack of mutuality. There was lÍttle
evidence of sharing of concerns with the sick individual. The content of
the communication was focussed on him and his recovery process.

These patterns can be considered problematic for two reasons.

First of al'1, they contrÍbute considerab'le strain to the relationships

within the family during the early period. second'ly, the patterns repre-

sent a less than optimaì long term adjustment._

However, these patterns were not seen as problematic in the family.
Other famiìy members appeared to have accepted the fact that for a time

their needs would have to be met in other ways. This view made it very

difficult to begin any work in the area.

Further work is requíred to answer two questions. The first is
whether or not the worker can develop techniques which would effective'ly
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address this area in the earìy period. The second is whether or not the
maiority of families shift to a more satisfactory pattern as the indivi-
dual's recovery progresses, and the demands of the illness decrease. If

. this is the case, the concern over the patterns observed in the initial
period would decrease.

A similar concern comes up when the worker addresses the need for
the individual and family to develop a similar view of the illness.
This is necessary for optímaì Iong term adjustment.

Duríng the early period, dÍfferences whích may exist are minimized

because of a very powerful factor. For both the individual and family,
the fear of recurrence is high, and both share the fear that safety wiìl
not be maintained outside the hospital. For that reason, both take a

very cautious approach, and little conflict and difference is observed.

Further work is required in an effort to determine whether there are

ways this issue can be addressed in the initial period.

ldhile there may be 'limits on the effectiveness of the intervention
in these areas, the intervention does provide the family with tools to
use in their on-going adjustment. The problem solving approach can be

used when new difficulties are encountered.
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CONCLUSION
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This practicum report has presented a detailed examination of
social work intervention in famities following myocardial infarction.
The interventíon was based on crisis intervention theory, and included a

formulation of the psycho-sociar tasks faced by the famiries.
My experience with the famiry has red me to beìieve that in the

early time at home the famity focuses its energies on insuring the
survival of the individual. To intervene effectively, the worker must
stay within the framework provided by this focus. Interventíons should
be aimed at hetping the family ptan their strategíes for this task, and

helping all famiry members dear with the fear and anxiety.
As the individual ,s recovery progresses, the physical and

psychologÍcal Ímpact of the illness wíll change. He will be faced with
an on-going process of rearning and adjustment as he attempts to manage

thís impact. Arong with the indÍviduar, the famiry aìso must make

contínuous adiustments. This process of continued new adjustments to
net{ demands is what makes the adiustment to chronicity such a wearing
process.

The knowì edge that the famíly will face a contínued series of
adiustments in the future presents a strong argument for intervention in
the initial period. Family crisis intervention is believed to have .long

term effects' wa]sh (1981) states that problem solving methods invol-
ving aìì family members can provide the famiry with an approach they can

use in the future.

crisis intervention in the initia'r period, then, has the potential
to provÍde two things. It can aid the family in the adjustment to,the
ínitial crisis. In addition, it can provide the famiry with toors to
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use in the adjustments they wiil have to make in the future.
potential provides the motivation for further work in this area.

Thi s
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